ORACLE DAT A SHEET

ORACLE CLOUD ROADMAP FOR
ORACLE APPLICATIONS

Oracle Consulting offers a number of services that focus on successful
implementation of Oracle’s Cloud Applications. Oracle Cloud Roadmap for
Oracle Applications leverages best practices processes and solution
expertise to provide optimized strategies to accelerate your organization’s
move to the Cloud through a process of guidance, planning and staging or
Oracle Cloud GPS.

GET STARTED WITH YOUR COMPLIMENTARY
GPS ANALYSIS TODAY!

KEY FEATURES
 Enable

the journey to the Cloud
through a guide, plan and stage (GPS)
process

Oracle Consulting Overview
Oracle Consulting is the largest Cloud service organization with a dedicated and
extended near shore/off shore team of highly-skilled Oracle consultants experienced in
Oracle Cloud Applications. These dedicated teams are focused on Oracle Cloud
Applications such as Oracle Fusion, Oracle Taleo, Oracle CRM OnDemand, Oracle
RightNow, and Oracle Social Relationship Management to serve customers.

 Recommendations

about potential coexistence strategy in future application
landscape

 Recommendations

about multiple
paths Customer can take to adopt
Oracle Cloud Applications

Oracle Consulting has been working closely with Oracle Development and Oracle
Product Marketing over the last few years to ensure full Oracle Cloud readiness in the
field, delivering successful implementations of our Oracle Cloud applications to our
customers.

Oracle Cloud Roadmap for Oracle Applications
KEY BENEFITS
 In-depth

understanding and overview
to support your journey to the Cloud

 Detailed

fit and roadmap to optimized
Cloud landscape

A

comprehensive high level plan for
your organization and work for detailed
implementation as a follow up activity

The Oracle Cloud Roadmap for Oracle Applications moves organization’s through a
process of guidance, planning and staging (Oracle Cloud GPS). This Oracle Cloud
GPS effort will enable the journey to the Cloud by reviewing your organization’s
business processes in scope and provide recommendations about the multiple paths
you can take to adopt Oracle Cloud Applications.
The Oracle Consulting team will work with you to:



Define scope and plan by going through a detailed review of the processes,
systems, and integrations



Understand vision and goals by conducting workshops and one-on-one
conversations with key stakeholders to gain visibility into business alignment.



Assess current state by assessing documentation provided by the customer



Define improvement opportunities within current solution deployment



Define value and recommended Cloud adoption aligned to your
organization’s business needs and technology readiness



Communicate and plan for next steps to help you migrate to the Cloud
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Deliverables
As part of this offering, Oracle Consulting will provide the following deliverables:
Confirmed Business Objectives
This document will contain:



A clear understanding of the business benefits that should be achieved



Agreed upon and signed-off business objectives among all relevant
stakeholders



Ensure business objectives can be cross referenced from any other Cloud
GPS deliverables

Target Cloud GPS Deliverable
The Target Cloud GPS Deliverable will identify and document each functional process
in scope and their mapping to the respective Oracle Cloud Applications.



A high level recommendation for target Cloud Applications adoption



A phased approach for the transition including stepping stones and potential
co-existence scenarios



A comprehensive high level plan and recommendations for your organization



Definition of main risks including priority and mitigation



Recommendations about workshops and detailed implementation as a follow
up activity

Approach
Oracle Cloud Roadmap for Oracle Applications is available as a free service to
qualifying customers. In addition to providing the insight above, Oracle Consulting can
also provide you with estimates for any follow up work recommended. Typically the
package will be delivered in a mixed onsite/off-shore way for discovery, documentation
and review/revision before obtaining your sign-off.

Customer Participation
Your participation in this process is essential; we require a Project Manager from your
organization who will act as a single point of contact, manage all internal
communication, and assist with the logistics.
Additionally, access to key stakeholders from both the Business and IT is necessary to
provide further in-depth information when needed. Typically, these questions/requests
will be bundled and channeled via the Project Manager.
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Key Assumptions
The Oracle Cloud Roadmap for Oracle Applications engagement is based on the
following key assumptions:



The Cloud GPS approach is time-boxed and agreed upon with you before
initiating



Documentation on current business processes is available before the
engagement is started



Your key stakeholders will be available to providing further information on
your system, processes, and any specific requirements



You will assign a Project Manager to coordinate the week’s activities and
availability of staff



You will provide project work rooms and facilities
(furnishings/equipment/internet access)

How We Are Different
The Oracle Consulting team, which is made up of local and offshore resources, is
focused exclusively on Oracle Technologies, and we have the experts that others turn
to for leading practices in Oracle hardware and software implementations. We know how
to best optimize your investment in Oracle products and can provide your business with
tightly integrated, comprehensive, superior services throughout your ownership
experience.

Getting Started
Leverage Oracle’s methods, tools, and extensive experience with customer
implementations across diverse industries and geographies. Tight integration
across Consulting, Development, Support, Education, and Global Delivery puts the
entire Oracle team behind your success .

CONTACT US

For more information about the Oracle Cloud Roadmap for Oracle Applications, visit
oracle.com/consulting or contact your local Oracle representative.

CONNECT W ITH US

blogs.oracle.com/oracle
facebook.com/oracle
twitter.com/oracle
oracle.com
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